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Using AutoEZ with Antenna Modeling 
 

Read first: bold character use convention 

 

 A reference to a model file is highlighted between square brackets and bold 

characters as: [80m dipole-a.weq].  

 

 Activating a Menu option or an Action button or a Selection button or a Checkbox 

or a Radio button or a series of these, are highlighted with bold characters and 

additionally underlined. Consecutive clickings are separated by > character. Some 

examples are: Wires or Variables or Src Dat or Start or a series of them as: View Ant 

> View > Show Virtual Seg Conn. 

 

 An entry via the keyboard is marked with bold characters and between angled 

brackets. For example, when it’s required to push the Enter key, this is indicated by 

<Enter>. If necessary to type the numerical 12, this is indicated as <12>. 

 

 

Why use AutoEZ? 
 

The answer to this question is quite simple! AutoEZ allows using variables, 

equations, formulas, and a lot of extra features when modeling with EZNEC. This results in 

the possibility to optimize the model in an automatic manner, while AutoEZ controls diverse 

aspects of the model. AutoEZ is an Excel application that works in conjunction with EZNEC 

v. 5.0.60 or later. Thus as you might guess, in addition, you require also Microsoft Excel 

from 97 or later. So let's model an antenna and explore the different possibilities of AutoEZ 

versatility. 

 

 The antenna is a simple dipole but modeled in such a way that it is easy to convert 

it into an inverted Vee with possibly different arm angles and offers the possibility to use 

various apex heights and resonance frequencies, see model [80m dipole-a.weq]. Note: 

the suffix of an AutoEZ model file is .weq.  

 

 Figure 1a shows the layout of an inverted Vee whereof the angle between the arms 

is 135 degrees. It is tempting to give the wire with the source only one segment. But to 

avoid an EZNEC segmentation check warning of this wire with the inserted source, Figure 

1b, we must give it at least 3 segments. 

 

 
Figure 1a. Inverted Vee layout and feed point (source) detail. 
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Figure 1b. Segmentation Check Warning of the segment containing the source when the 

segment lengths or the diameters of the adjacent segments are different. This warning is 

generated if only one segment is used for the source wire, (1.5 feet). The segment length 

of the adjacent arms wires is shorter, (0.993 feet). 

 

 Defining the Variables and specifying their values 

 

 So, let's have a closer look at this model, that uses variables, equations, and 

formulas. Click the Variable sheet tab to investigate the variable definitions, Figure 2. We 

note that variable F is by default used for “Test Case Frequency (MHz)”. You can specify a 

certain frequency but mostly this value will be overwritten when calculations are 

performed. 

 

 In addition, we use five more variables B, D, E, G, H, I: 

 

o B – Defines the End-to-End antenna length. Here we use not a numerical value but 

an equation (=G15), that refers to a cell containing the formula 

(=ROUND(983.571/2 * C14/G13;2). This is radio waves speed, 

(983.571’/second), divided by 2 (for a half-wavelength), multiplied by an End effect 

factor, (0.95 specified in cell C14) and divided by the antenna design frequency you 

have in mind, (3.75 MHz, specified in cell G13). The result is rounded off to 2 digits. 

o D – Specifies the End effect multiplier factor. To start, we give it the traditional 

value from the books for a wire dipole, (0.95). 

o E – Defines the minimum segment length, (0.5 feet). Primarily used to keep the 

center wire length rather short with three segments. 

o G – Defines the antenna apex height, (65 feet). 

o H – Defines the left-side angle between the arm and a line perpendicular to the 

ground in degrees. 

o I –  Defines the right-side angle between the arm and a line perpendicular to the 

ground in degrees. 

 

We did use two variables (H and I) to allow specifying separately the angles 

between the two arms. When the two angles are set to 90 degrees the antenna become a 

horizontal dipole. With angles smaller than 90 degrees the antenna become an inverted 

Vee and when the angles greater than 90 degrees the antenna becomes again a dipole but 

with a sag at the feedpoint. Setting equal angles at both sides is not strictly necessary but 

allows to model an asymmetrically shaped antenna easily. 

 

The right-side area of the variable definition can be used as a scratchpad for notes, 

supplementary equations, formulas and performing calculations. At both worksheet areas, 

(variable definitions and the scratchpad), you notice a <=== mark, which indicates cells 

that need manually numerical inputs by the modeler. 

 

Note: the semicolon in most formulas to follow and like in the above one will be a 

comma instead with English language Excel. With my Dutch language Excel and probably 

with other non-English languages it is a semicolon. 
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Figure 2. Variables worksheet. 

 

 When we tap the Wires worksheet the wire coordinates are displayed. However, 

keep in mind that only a few are a direct keyboard input, most of these values are derived 

from equations and from formula results, Figure 3a. The wire end coordinate Y(ft) 

columns (C and F) rows (11, 12, 13) cells, have a manually inputted value of zero <0>. 

The X(ft) and Z(ft) coordinate cells have values resulting from equations and formulas as 

seen in Table 1a and 1b. The wires segmentation is defined as seen in Table 1c. Only the 

short center wire W2 got a fixed number of <3> segments. The two dipole arms (W1, 

W3) segmentation number is computed with the formula =CEILING(WireLen / 

(2*E);1), where WireLen is an AutoEZ inherent variable representing the wire length and 

E the minimum specified segment length (specified in variable E), and CEILING the Excel 

function for rounding the result upward. 

 

 
Figure 3a. The wire coordinates, diameters, number of segments and “For Information 

Only” area. 

 

 B C D 

 X(ft) Y(ft) Z(ft) 

11 0 =-(B/2 - 1.5* E)*SIN(RADIANS(H)) - 1.5 * E =G -(B/2 - 1.5* E)*COS(RADIANS(H)) 

12 0 =-1.5 * E =G 

13 0 =1.5 * E =G 

Table 1a. Equations and formulas for Wire 1 END 1, left-side arm. Note: the use of the H 

variable. 

 

 E F G 

 X(ft) Y(ft) Z(ft) 

11 0 =-1.5 * E =G 

12 0 =1.5 * E =G 

13 0  =(B/2 - 1.5* E)*SIN(RADIANS(I)) - 1.5 * E =G (B/2 - 1.5* E)*COS(RADIANS(I)) 

Table 1b. Equations and formulas for Wire 3 END 2, right-side arm. Note: the use of the 

I variable. 
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 H I J K 

 Diameter Segs    Wire 

11 #14 =CEILING(WireLen / (2*E);1)  W1 

12 #14 3  W2 

13 #14 =CEILING(WireLen / (2*E);1)  W3 

Table 1c. Wire diameter, segments (formula or number) and wire number name. 

 

 Bringing the antenna to resonance at a given frequency 

 

 With an end effect multiplying factor of 0.95 we notice that the antenna is not 

resonant at the desired 3.75 MHz. Resonance is found on the higher frequency of 3.825 

MHz; thus the antenna end-to-end length is too short, (124.59 feet 37.975 meter), Figure 

4a. We have to increase the K factor multiplier (variable D) to lengthen the antenna to 

become resonant on 3.75 MHz. We could increase the factor in small increments until we 

reach resonance at the desired frequency. This "cut and try" method will be very time-

consuming, AutoEZ can do it in no time by using the Resonate on Selected Cell feature 

in the Calculate worksheet (that finds the jX=0 point), Figure 4b. 

 

 
Figure 4a. Optimized end-to-end length is 127.04 feet (38.721 meters) now with K factor  

0.9687 to be resonant on 3.75 MHz. 

 

 How to do it? Define variable <D> (multiplying factor) in cell C10, the first cell 

named “Variable Names and Values”. Specify then in cell C21 at the right of the frequency 

3.75 MHz the value <0.95> or <=D><ENTER> (default multiplier factor) and keep this 

cell selected. Click now the Resonate on Selected Cell button. AutoEZ will calculate the 

needed factor to bring the antenna in resonance at 3.75 MHz. AutoEZ performs this task by 

using the Excel LINEST function, [80m dipole-b.weq]. Thereafter, click the Calculate All 

Rows buttons and you have an oversight of impedances, gain, etc, for each frequency 

listed in column B, Figure 4c. 

 

How do we know that with factor 0.95 the resonant frequency is 3.825 MHz? Give 

variable D again the value <0.95> in the Variables sheet, then select any cell with a 

frequency in column B in the Calculate sheet and click the Resonate on Selected Cell 

button. 
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Figure 4b. Resonate on Selected Cell button. The resulting multiplying factor becomes 

0.9687 to bring the antenna in resonance on 3.75 MHz. 

 

 
Figure 4c. Several results (impedance, SWR, gain, etc) calculated over a frequency range. 

 

 Changing Units 

 

 If you like to change Units (from United States Customary to metric or vice versa) 

even when the model uses variables and/or equations, it is not a problem. This is easily 

done by clicking the Change Units button at the Wires or Variables sheet. The dialog 

“Change XYZ and Wire Diameter Units” window is opened, Figure 4d. When you confirm 

your new units choice by clicking OK another popup window “Formulas Modified” is telling 

you that for this model the cells for 3 wires have been modified to reflect your change unit 

operation as explained above, Figure 4f. However, no changed units can be noticed in the 

Variables sheet, these are done in the Wires sheet. 

 

You still have the original measure units but in addition, also the new units. The 

wires with the new units are now used to calculate, and the previous units are only used as 

a reference. You will also notice in column A that some cells got a "u" character mark. 

AutoEZ uses by default the “u” mark to indicate units are changed, Figure 4e. This is fully 

explained in the "Advanced Antenna Modeling" book and the “AutoEZ Manual”. You can hide 

and unhide these marked original wire rows, but even when hidden they still serve as 

reference units. Every time a character (marker) is defined in a column A cell, the data of 
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this row is not sent to EZNEC when calculations are done. So they are only indirectly used. 

[80m dipole-c.weq] is the model with metric units. 

 

 Important: the A-column cells can also be used for some handy tasks, they can 

include a formula, see later. 

 

 
Figure 4d. Change XYZ and Wire Diameter Units dialog box. 

 

 
Figure 4e. The Wires sheet with changed units. 

 

 
Figure 4f. Message Formulas Modified. 
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 However, with some models, there might be a pitfall with changing units, as with 

this model. Namely, the wires segmentation number did not stay equal but became lower, 

Figure 4e. 

 

 For each cell that defines the antenna size (wire coordinates and diameter), its value 

or the result of its formula was multiplied by 0.3048 to convert feet to meters. All the 

change units conversions were correctly calculated. For example, cell B11 being the Wire 

1 End 1 left-X coordinate result is -55.110 feet by its formula =-(B/2 - 1.5* E)  * 

SIN(RADIANS(H)) - 1.5 * E and became in cell B15 -26.798 meters by its formula 

=B11*0.3048.  

 

 However, at the column I segmentation number cells E15 and E17, the formula 

=CEILING(WireLen/(2*E);1) was only copied and no conversion was done. Thereof, we 

make a division with two types of units, (meters/feet) which is incorrect. WireLen value 

represents now the number of meters and variable E value is still the number of feet. 

Mind, the units of the variables were not converted to meters in the Variables sheet, they 

still express feet. Thus the value of variable E at the Wires sheet must also become metric. 

We can do this simply by manually changing the formulas as 

=CEILING(WireLen/(2*E*0.3048);1) and now the segmentation number will be correct 

and equal to the number when the unit was feet. 

 

 Notwithstanding, the calculated results of this simple model, with 63 or 20 segments 

on the arm wire, the difference is very little and hardly noticeable on an SWR plot. With 

more complicated antenna structure using wires with different diameters that are 

connected at an angle, shall the difference be considerable and attention should be paid to 

reliable results. 

 

 The 80-meter DX Special Antenna of Frank Witt, AI1H 
 

 Frank Witt, AI1H, wrote several QST and Antenna Compendium articles a few 

decades ago in which he described the use of "Transmission Line Resonators" to create a 

broader SWR curve. The technique is also described in chapter 9 of “The ARRL Antenna 

Book” edition 21, see Figure 5a. 

 

 
Figure 5a. Layout and dimensions for the 80-meter DX Special antenna. Courtesy ARRL 

Antenna Book, 21st edition, chapter 9. 

 

 A transmission line resonator (TLR) usually consists of an open stub, a shorted stub, 

and a linking section of transmission line between the stubs. One of the more well-known 

implementations is the 80-meter “DX Special” dipole (or inverted Vee). The outside of the 
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coax braid serves as part of the radiating antenna wire while the inside of the braid along 

with the center conductor serves as the TLR matching network. 

 

 A New Take on an Old Idea, from AC6LA, Dan Maguire. 

 

 Dan published a new take on this DX Special antenna, see link: 
https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/broadbanding-80m-dipoles-monopoles-and-loops.630818/ 

 

 The DX Special antenna is a very elegant design but there is no need to resort to 

that level of mechanical complexity. A more general solution is to use standard #12 or #14 

wire for the entire antenna, connect an open stub in parallel at or near the feedpoint, add 

the linking section of transmission line, connect a shorted stub in parallel, and then 

continue the transmission line run to the station, see Figure 5b left. 

 

 Another approach is to add a half-wave of transmission line at the antenna 

feedpoint, connect the open stub (probably now at ground level), insert the link between 

the stubs, connect the shorted stub, and then complete the run to the station, see Figure 

5b right. Another layout for a TLR broadband matching system by L.B. Cebik (SK) is 

shown in Figure 5c. 

 

 Since the advent of EZNEC v5 and later EZNEC v6 we have the ability to include 

realistic (lossy) transmission lines in a model. When we couple this ability with the AutoEZ 

optimizer, which can adjust multiple variables simultaneously to achieve the desired target 

result, it offers either an alternative or an adjunct to the Witt analytical approach. So let us 

again use the previous inverted Vee model, [80m dipole-e.weq].  

 

 
Figure 5b. Transmission Line Resonator (TLR) placement options. Illustration courtesy 

AC6LA, Dan Maguire. 

 

https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/broadbanding-80m-dipoles-monopoles-and-loops.630818/
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Figure 5c. TLR broadband matching layout view by L.B. Cebik, W4RNL (SK). 

 

 The antenna itself is defined as the previous model, using variables B, D, E, G, H, I. 

The “Set Freq” input cell at the scratchpad area, serves now not only to calculate the end-

to-end antenna length but also to calculate transmission line length (stubs, link, main 

feedline) with the use of the transmission line Velocity factor, ("Set VF" input cell), see 

Figure 5d below “Calculator RG-213”. The default value for variable B is computed in Cell 

E13 with formula =ROUND(491.7855*D/I15;2).  

 

The various transmission line lengths are defined with the variables L, M, N, O, P. 

To start, we best give all the variables the default values from Column E, Figure 5e. The 

used formula for these variables is shown in Figure 5f, (=MAX(P; 0.001)) where the "P" 

character depends on the variable to define, either L, M, N or O. This formula defines a 

value but prevents the value from becoming zero (0) or negative during the optimize 

process. If this should happen the value becomes 0.001. 

 

 Variable Q is either TRUE (means include Open, Link, and Shorted TL’s) or FALSE 

(exclude these TL’s). Excluding these TL’s, simply means consider the antenna as a 

traditional dipole or inverted Vee with no matching stubs and the feedline connected 

directly between antenna and transmitter. Thus when performing a calculation or an 

optimizing process (which means a series of calculations) the Q variable will switchover the 

main feedline.   

 

 Cell C85 of the Transmission Lines table at the Insr Objs worksheet performs that 

feedline switchover by the formula =IF(Q;”V2”;”V3”). Thus if Q = TRUE, then connect 

the main transmission line from the transceiver to the virtual segment V2, if Q = FALSE 

connect it to V3. 

 

 In addition, we need to allow or not to use the three TL's (open stub, link, shorted 

stub), when AutoEZ performs calculations. AutoEZ has an interesting option in both the 

Wires and in the Insr Objs worksheet to accomplish this. I mentioned already above: the 

A column cells can also be used for some handsome tasks. Look carefully at Figure 5e. 
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Figure 5d. The variables definitions and scratchpad info and additional calculations.  

 

 When Q =FALSE you notice a few “x” character marks in the column cells A78 

through A83 and in the column cells B77 and B85 respectively “T1” and “T2”, left-side 

Figure 5e. Thus when variable Q =FALSE, then only two transmission lines are in use: T1 

(from antenna feedpoint to virtual segment V3) and T2 (from virtual segment V3 to V1; the 

transceiver). We may state it this way: in fact, only one transmission line directly from 

feedpoint to the transceiver. 

 

 
Figure 5e. The Transmission Lines table at the Insr Objs worksheet, using five variables to 

define the model transmission lines. 

 

 When Q =TRUE, then column cells A77 through A83 has no marks and column 

cells B77, B79, B81, B83, B85 display respectively T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, as shown right-

side Figure 5e. So, now five transmission lines in use (thus including the open stub link, 

and short-circuited stub and no more "x" signs. That marking with an "x" in column A cells 
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happens automatically related to the Q variable. This is accomplished by defining an 

equation in those stated column-A cells. The equation is =IF(Q;””;”x”). Thus, if Q =TRUE 

then put no mark in the cell (”” is an empty string), else if Q =FALSE then put the mark x 

in the cell. Remember from stated previously: with a mark in a column-A cell, the row data 

will be ignored and not sent to EZNEC during any calculation process. Note: The “x” 

character used here is conventionally chosen, but it may be any other character. 

 

 
Figure 5f. Formulas to specify the lengths in the Transmission Line Characteristics Len 

(ft) cells.  

 

 When you have some experience with EZNEC use, Figure 5g shows the Virtual 

Segment Connections for either Q is TRUE or FALSE. This information is displayed via the 

EZNEC program by clicking the View Ant button in the Control Center Window and then in 

Menu > View > Show Virtual Seg Conn. 

 

 

 

Q = TRUE Q = FALSE 

Figure 5g. Virtual Segment Connections displays by EZNEC. 

 

 Optimizing the Antenna System 
 

When everything is defined as explained above, it's time to start the optimization 

process. Click on the Variables worksheet the Optimizer Setup button and activate the 

variables B, L, M, N, Figure 6a. Very important: these four variables must have real 

numerical values, thus not an equation nor a formula. When you confirm the settings of the 

variables the Optimize worksheet opens. For this exercise, the only settings needed are at 

the left-top area. At column B we can specify frequency sets or maximum nine individual 

frequencies. We will successively optimize upon three frequency sets as mentioned in the 

Variables scratchpad, Figure 6b shows the first set. Next, we specify the “Weight(s)” and 

subsequently the “Good Enough(s)” objectives. For this exercise, we need only one 

“Objective Target”: SWR with a Weight of 1 and a Good Enough of 1.01. A “Good 

Enough” of 1.01 means: as close as possible to this target value. Note in Row 15 that the 

four upon to optimize, variables B, L, M, N, were automatically defined. 
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Figure 6a. The selections in the Optimizer Setup dialog window. 

 

 
Figure 6b. Defining the Frequency sets and the Optimization Objective(s). 

 

 Start now the optimization by clicking the Start button. Successive calculations are 

done and after some time the final best results are reached. See Figure 6c, 6d, 6e for the 

results for the three different frequency sets. Note also: the number of tests and the time 

required to ultimately achieve the best results can vary considerably, see the top of the 

three images. 

 

A numerical summary of the optimized and the original model length are given in 

Table 1. The original values are those from a model of Frank Witt, AI1H. We can notice 

that Frank’s model is nearly corresponding to the values of the model using a frequency 

range of 3.5 – 3.9 MHz. 
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Figure 6c. Results with the frequency range 3.5 – 3.8 MHz. 

 

 
Figure 6d. Results with the frequency range 3.5 – 3.9 MHz. 

 

 
Figure 6e. Results with the frequency range 3.5 – 4 MHz. 

 

Freq. Range B L M N 

Original 128.98’ 25.63’ 5.78’ 12.69’ 

3.5-3.8 130.54’ 30.70’ 2.89’ 10.61’ 

3.5-3.9 129.04’ 25.47’ 5.77’ 12.88’ 

3.5-4.0 127.65’ 16.93 10.79 16.45’ 

     
Original 39.313 m 7.812 m 1.762 m 3.868 m 

3.5-3.8 39.788 m 9.357 m 0.880 m 3.234 m 

3.5-3.9 39.331 m 7.763 m 1.759 m 3.926 m 

3.5-4.0 38.908 m 5.160 m 3.289 m 5.014 m 

Table 1. The original and the optimized length of the end-to-end dipole, the open stub, the 

link, and the shorted stub for the three frequency ranges in feet and meters. 
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 Once optimization is fulfilled, open the Calculate sheet and perform a Calculate All 

Rows. When the calculations are finished, you will notice five additional sheet tabs: 

Patterns, Triple, Smith, Custom, and Currents. All five sheets display various graphs 

and it is good practice to explore and to familiarize yourself with them. However, let’s focus 

for this model on the Custom sheet. At the bottom of the graph, select SWR for Src for 

the Y-axis and Frequency - Line for the X-axis, (if not selected yet). At the right-bottom 

of the SWR graph, we have an extra option to project more than one plot curve on the 

same graph, “Snapshots”. This is very handy to compare and visualize differences. 

 

 Each time you optimized a frequency range and did a Calculate All Rows at the 

Calculate sheet, click the Snapshots button and give the newly created plot curve a title, 

such as “Range 3.5-3.8 MHz”. Finally, you will have a Snapshot Control window as shown in 

Figure 6f and SWR plots in the Custom sheet as in Figure 6g. 

 

 Is it necessary to include variable B representing the end-to-end dipole length in the 

optimization process? Strictly speaking not, but the results are somewhere different, see 

Figure 6h. 

 

You can also plot the SWR on a Smith graph and again using the snapshots facility, 

Figure 6h. 

 

 
Figure 6f. Snapshot Control window 
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Figure 6f. SWR plots when optimized upon four variables, thus including variable B 

determining the end-to-end dipole length. 

 

 
Figure 6g. SWR plots when optimized upon three variables, thus excluding variable B. 
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Figure 6h. SWR plots projected on a Smith chart, three optimized upon the variables B, L, 

M, N but with a different frequency range and one without TLR matching. 

 

As Dan says in his web publication, “There is no free lunch”. Adding the TLR also 

adds a small amount of additional loss, just like adding a conventional lumped-element 

matching network adds additional loss. You can see that loss by comparing the calculated 

gain between with and without including the TLR matching. Make sure that the feedpoint-

to-source length of the transmission line is the same in both cases. That is done by 

calculating a sweep with the TLR included (Q = TRUE), and successively taking a snapshot 

of the “Slice Max Gain” in the Custom sheet. Then set Q = FALSE and set variable O to 

the length of the now-excluded TLR (Link) section. Perform again another calculation and 

compare the plots. The difference in gain is equal to the loss in the TLR matching. Figure 

6i includes the plots on the three frequency ranges and one without the TLR. 
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Figure 6i. Gain comparison between without TLR and the three frequency bandwidth 

ranges 

 

 More Models 

 

 In the above-mentioned web publication of Dan, another three extra 80-meter 

antenna models are provided, also using the TLR matching technique to make them 

broadband. I made some little changes on those models, in particular, to achieve resonance 

on the desired frequency in a more versatile way. 

 

 First model: A frequently used DX-antenna having low radiation angles, the 

equilateral delta loop, fed at 0.25 wavelength from the apex, [80m delta loop.weq]. 

Variable G is a circumference multiplier factor to compute with ease the delta side length 

with the given design frequency, (cell H20. The side length is calculated in cell F13 using 

the formula =ROUND(983.571/H20*G/3;2). Thus radio wave velocity/frequency (MHz)* 

multiplier factor/3; and the result rounded to 2 decimal places, Figure 7a. 

 

 Variable H positions the feedpoint at 0.25 wl from the apex, also related to the 

design frequency (cell H20. This position is computed in cell H15 using the formula 

=ROUND(H13/F13*100;0). Thus computing the percentage distance from the source to 

End1 of Wire 2. Do not forget, in the Insr Objs sheet, to put in the “Transmission Lines 

dialog” – “% From E1” the equation =H in cell D77. 

 

 At the Wires sheet, is the base wire outer coordinates (Y-axis ) calculated with the 

formula =(B*(SIN(RADIANS(30)))), for either the positive (right-side) or the negative 

(left-side). The base wire height is calculated with the formula  

=D-(B*(SIN(RADIANS(60)))). The apex height gets =D, being the variable where this 

height is set. 

 

The remaining variables L, M, N, O, P, Q, have the same functions as in the 

previous dipole model. A Smith chart shows the SWR of both: with and without TLR 

matching, Figure 7b. 

 

 Note: the trigonometric functions used in the wires coordinate cells are in-depth 

explained in the book “Advanced Antenna Modeling”. 
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Figure 7a. Variables definitions and scratch pad of the equilateral delta loop. 

 

 
Figure 7b. SWR plots of the equilateral delta loop, with or without TLR matching. 

 

 Second Model: A shortened monopole using either 1, 2, or 4 arms(s) sloping from 

the apex. We start with the one arm type (an L shaped monopole), [80m monopole-

a.weq]. The antenna construction and dimensions are defined with five variables, Figure 

8a: 

 

o Variable A defines the diameter of the vertical wire which will most likely be greater 

than the diameter of the arm wire. 

o Variable B defines the apex height of the vertical radiator part. 

o Variable D defines the arm length, (each, in case more than 1 arm is used). Use this 

variable to bring the antenna in resonance at the design frequency. 

o Variable E defines the number of arms. (with this model thus 1, otherwise the 

choice 2 or 4). 

o Variable G defines the angle between the vertical wire and arm(s). Most likely will 

the arm wire(s) not be entirely horizontally positioned but having a downward 

sloping direction. 

 

Two other model-dependent variables are: 
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o Variable H defines the segment length in the chosen units, (here 1’) 

o Variable I defines the ground system loss depending on the number of radials in 

use. See the ARRL publication “Low-Band DXing” from John Devoldere, ON4UN 

or my book "Advanced Antenna Modeling". A value of <12> represents 30 

radials having a length of 0.25 wavelength. This value is transferred to the 

Loads cell E41 in the Insr Objs sheet by the equation =I, see Figure 11a. 

 

A Smith chart shows the SWR of both, with and without TLR matching, Figure 8b. 

 

 
Figure 8a. Variables definitions of the shortened monopole using one arm 

 

. 

Figure 8b. SWR plots of the shortened monopole with one arm, with or without TLR 

matching. 

 

 Try as exercise, to model the shorten monopole with using two arms. 
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Next, is using four arms, [80m monopole-b.weq]. The variables definitions are 

shown in Figure 9a and a Smith chart shows the SWR of both, with and without TLR 

matching, Figure 9b. 

 

 
Figure 9a. Variables definitions of the shortened monopole using four arm 

 

 
Figure 9b. SWR plots of the shortened monopole with four arm, with or without TLR 

matching. 
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Of course, some hams might have the space to install a full-size quarter-wavelength 

monopole [80m monopole-c.weq], thus using no arms. The variables definitions are 

shown in Figure 10a and a Smith chart shows the SWR of both, with and without TLR 

matching, Figure 10b. Note: variables D, E, and G get now value <0> zero. 

 

 
Figure 10a. Variables definitions of the quarter-wavelength monopole. 

 

 
Figure 10b. SWR plots of the quarter-wavelength monopole, with or without TLR 

matching. 

 

 Another method to shorten a monopole length and not using arms nor spokes is 

inserting an inductor (coil) in the radiator conductor, [80m monopole-d.weq]. In this 

model, we insert the coil at the antenna base, (feedpoint). We need an extra variable (J) to 

define the coil inductance, Figure 11a, and 11b. This coil inductance value must be first 

adjusted related to the antenna length defined in variable B by using the Resonate on 

Selected Cell option in the Calculate sheet. Of course, it is also possible to use a coil with 

a known inductance value, but then we have to adjust the monopole height (variable B) to 

bring the antenna in resonance on the design frequency. A Smith chart shows the SWR of 

both, with and without TLR matching, Figure 11c. 
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Figure 11a. R (Ohms) cell E41 contains the equation =I and L (µH) cell F43 the 

equation =J. Note: both loads are inserted in Series at the base in the % From E1 cells.  

 

 
Figure 11b. Variables definitions of the shorted monopole by using a coil. Note: 

here also, variables D, E, and G get now value <0> zero. 

 

 
Figure 11c. SWR plots of the shorted monopole by using a coil, with or without TLR 

matching. 
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 At the End 

 

 The purpose of this article is to illustrate a few versatile and strong AutoEZ options. 

More various examples and models are found in the “AutoEZ manual” and in my book 

"Advanced Antenna Modeling". I am absolutely sure, that once you get experience using 

AutoEZ, you will wonder how you ever modeled without this well-thought-out application. 
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